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Abstract—Several forms of vibration-driven MEMS micro-
generator are possible and are reported in the literature, with
potential application areas including distributed sensing and
ubiquitous computing. This paper sets out an analytical basis
for their design and comparison, verified against full time-do-
main simulations. Most reported microgenerators are classified
as either velocity-damped resonant generators (VDRGs) or
Coulomb-damped resonant generators (CDRGs) and a unified an-
alytical structure is provided for these generator types. Reported
generators are shown to have operated at well below achievable
power densities and design guides are given for optimising future
devices. The paper also describes a new class—the Coulomb-force
parametric generator (CFPG)—which does not operate in a
resonant manner. For all three generators, expressions and graphs
are provided showing the dependence of output power on key
operating parameters. The optimization also considers physical
generator constraints such as voltage limitation or maximum
or minimum damping ratios. The sensitivity of each generator
architecture to the source vibration frequency is analyzed and
this shows that the CFPG can be better suited than the resonant
generators to applications where the source frequency is likely to
vary. It is demonstrated that mechanical resonance is particularly
useful when the vibration source amplitude is small compared to
the allowable mass-to-frame displacement. The CDRG and the
VDRG generate the same power at resonance but give better per-
formance below and above resonance respectively. Both resonant
generator types are unable to operate when the allowable mass
frame displacement is small compared to the vibration source
amplitude, as is likely to be the case in some MEMS applications.
The CFPG is, therefore, required for such applications. [944]
Index Terms—Inertial-generators, microelectromechanical de-
vices, micropower generators, self-powered systems, vibration-to-
electric energy conversion.
I. INTRODUCTION
PROSPECTS for wearable and ubiquitous computingwill be greatly enhanced if miniature computing nodes
requiring almost no maintenance can be provided [1]. In
particular, these nodes should be self-powered in order to
avoid the replacement of finite power sources [2], for example,
by scavenging energy from the environment. With the ever
reducing power requirements of both analog and digital circuits
[3], power scavenging approaches are becoming increasingly
realistic. One such approach is to drive an electromechanical
converter from ambient motion or vibration. Fabrication of
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such power sources using MEMS technology is attractive in
order to achieve small size and high precision.
Vibration-driven generators based on electromagnetic
[4]–[7], electrostatic [8]–[10] or piezoelectric technologies
[11], [12] have been demonstrated. While some of the re-
ported generators have already been fabricated using MEMS
techniques [7], [8], [10], [11], others have been made on a
mesoscale with the intention of later miniaturizing the devices
using MEMS [6], [13].
A general and unified analytical framework for such devices
has not previously been established. We present in this paper
such a unified framework, based on three fundamental generator
classes. This analysis shows that previously reported MEMS
generators have operated well below theoretically achievable
power densities, and provides a methodology for designing op-
timized generators for particular applications.
We consider that any MEMS vibration-driven generator con-
sists of a proof mass, , moving within a frame. The operating
principle is that the inertia of the mass causes it to move rela-
tive to the frame when the frame experiences acceleration. This
relative displacement can then be used to generate energy by
causing work to be done against a damping force, , realized by
an electric or magnetic field, or by straining a piezoelectric ma-
terial. The mass is attached to the frame by a suspension which
may be designed solely to constrain the motion of the mass, or to
also create a resonant mass-spring system. The displacement of
the mass from its rest position relative to the frame is denoted
as . The absolute motion of the frame is and that of
the proof mass is . We consider harmonic
source motion, so that , thus being the
source motion amplitude. Equivalently, is the amplitude of
the mass-to-frame displacement. In a particular operating case,
will be mechanically constrained by the construction of the
device. We define as a maximum possible for a partic-
ular device. A generic model of a vibration-driven generator is
shown in Fig. 1.
The upper limit on power generation for a given size of
generator is ultimately dependent upon the nature of the
damping force by which energy is extracted. This paper
considers two resonant generators, one damped by a force
which is proportional to velocity, the velocity-damped reso-
nant-generator (VDRG), and one damped by a constant force,
the Coulomb-damped resonant-generator (CDRG), and also
one nonlinear generator, the Coulomb-force parametric-gener-
ator (CFPG). All three can be implemented in MEMS, using
electromagnetics (for the VDRG) or electrostatics (for the other
two).
1057-7157/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Generic model of vibration-driven generator.
Previously reported generators can be assigned to these clas-
sifications.
• Yates et al. [4], [5], [14], [15] of Sheffield University have
constructed an electromagnetic MEMS VDRG, capable of
generating 0.3 from a 4.4-kHz 500-nm input motion.
Their device consists of a moving magnetic mass mounted
on a flexure which allows a change of flux linkage with a
coil deposited beneath the moving mass.
• Chandrakasan et al. of MIT have constructed both an elec-
trostatic CDRG based on a comb-drive [8], [16], which
generates 8 from a 2.5-kHz 500-nm input motion, and
a larger electromagnetic VDRG [6], where they simulate
approximately 400 root-mean-square (rms) power for
an input motion which represents human walking.
• Li et al. of the Chinese University of Hong Kong have con-
structed and tested a MEMS electromagnetic VDRG [7].
They generate 40 from an 80-Hz 200- input vi-
bration. They have successfully demonstrated data trans-
mission powered by this source using a standard infrared
transmitter running at a low duty cycle.
• White et al. of Southampton University have constructed
a MEMS piezoelectric VDRG [11], [17], [18] capable of
generating 2.2 from a 0.9-mm 80-Hz input motion.
• Tashiro et al. have constructed an electrostatic CDRG
[19]. This is not a MEMS, or even miniature generator,
weighing 0.64 kg.
Some of the previous work on microgenerators indicates that
the power output of a vibration-driven device is proportional to
[6], [15], [20]. This must be qualified by several factors.
First, power will only increase as if the maximum relative
displacement can increase in proportion to . However,
has a finite limit , a key constraint in a MEMS application.
Also, for the vibration source, can be expected to drop with
increasing . Another consideration is the ratio of the source
frequency to the resonant frequency, , of the generator. This
ratio is likely to vary with operating conditions and it is therefore
useful to consider how it affects performance.
It will be shown that for idealized cases of all the architec-
tures considered, the optimal output power can be derived as a
function of and and can be normalized to .
We have normalized using these values so that the graphs are
general to all operating conditions. Also, by normalizing to
this common base, fair comparisons between generators can be
made. For each generator type, additional practical constraints
and their effects on performance are then introduced.
Fig. 2. Model of VDRG.
Fig. 3. Possible MEMS implementation of VDRG after [5].
The power generated by the resonant devices has been solved
analytically for all operating modes. The results in each mode
have been verified numerically with time-domain computer
simulation for absolute value, optimality and validity under
the constraints of that mode. The solution of the parametric
generator is numeric from time-domain simulations.
II. VELOCITY-DAMPED RESONANT GENERATORS (VDRGS)
A. Ideal Case
A simple mechanical model of a VDRG is shown in Fig. 2,
where energy is extracted by a damper whose force is propor-
tional to with a constant of proportionality . As a starting
point, an idealized mass-spring system will be analyzed in
which the damper represents the energy extraction mechanism.
Approximations to this type of damping have been used by
Yates et al. [4], [5] and Amirtharajah et al. [6] and were imple-
mented with moving magnets linking flux with stationary coils
or vice-versa. A possible MEMS implementation of a VDRG
based on [5] is shown in Fig. 3 and consists of two bonded sil-
icon wafers. The lower wafer has a deposited coil and an etched
well in which the mass can move. The upper wafer has a de-
posited membrane layer and an electroplated magnetic mass.
The silicon is etched through to the membrane forming a spring.
The differential equation for the motion of the mass, , rel-
ative to the frame is given by:
(1)
with being the spring constant. Taking the Laplace transform
of (1) and substituting in expressions for the normalized
damping factor, , and the resonant frequency,
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, the transfer function from frame motion, ,
to the relative mass-to-frame motion, , is obtained
(2)
The magnitude of the relative motion versus frequency is thus
(3)
where .
The energy dissipated per cycle is simply the distance integral
of the damping force over a full cycle
(4)
Calculating this integral for the magnitude of given by
(3), and multiplying by frequency, gives an expression for the
dissipated power, as has been reported in [14] (following the
analysis of [21])
(5)
This suggests that for , the power extracted can be
increased without limit by decreasing . This occurs because of
the following:
• the source motion has been assumed unconstrained, i.e., it
is capable of supplying infinite power;
• there is no limit on , so at , for ;
• there is no parasitic damping present in the system.
All three of these factors will be addressed in Section V to
show what can be achieved from practical generators operating
at the resonant frequency.
Building on the previous analysis, it is possible to find
the maximum power obtainable by first finding the optimal




The maximum power, , which can be dissipated in the
damper, and thus converted into electrical energy, is then given
by substituting (6) into (5)
(7)
The optimal value of could violate constraints imposed by
the system, the most fundamental of these being the displace-
ment limit . The largest value of for currently reported
MEMS microgenerators is 0.9 mm [11]. For given values of ,
, , and , the unconstrained mass-to-frame amplitude is
given by a rearrangement of (3)
(8)
Fig. 4. VDRG maximum normalized power.
If the optimal value of means that the limit is exceeded,
a larger should be chosen so that the amplitude is reduced to
just below the limit and an unclipped resonant cycle is achieved.
Power as a function of damping factor monotonically decreases
each side of (for ). Therefore the maximum (con-
strained optimal) power is achieved by operating as close to
as possible while observing the displacement constraint. The
constrained optimal damping factor is then given by a
rearrangement of (3)
(9)
The power generated in this displacement constrained condi-
tion is given by substituting (9) into (5)
(10)
Note that at resonance, the device is always displacement lim-
ited, because the power, given by (5), increases for tending to
zero. Thus, the power that can be generated at resonance is
given by setting in (10)
(11)
The surface plot for optimal power generation by an ideal
VDRG is shown in Fig. 4. As stated in the introduction, the
power axis is normalized to , and so is dimensionless.
The height of the plot indicates the normalized power and
the shading shows the damping factor used at each point.
This plot and equivalent plots for the VDRG assume that the
damping factor is reoptimized for each operating point. This
can be achieved by adjustment of the load electronics, whereas
variation of would require the spring constant to be varied.
The operating chart of Fig. 5 shows which analytic expressions
for power generation are valid under which circumstances. The
regions are
1) Device would generate more power if could be in-
creased beyond . Equation (10) applies.
2) Device operating optimally. Equation (7) applies.
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Fig. 5. VDRG idealized operating chart.
Fig. 6. Linearized magnetic models.
B. Hysteretic Damping
In hysteretic damping, also called rate-independent damping,
the damping coefficient is inversely proportional to fre-
quency. This is often used to model hysteresis losses in
structures, and has been suggested as an approximation for a
piezoelectric generator [17]. Accurate modeling of piezoelec-
tric generators results in a much more complex form [18].
If the damping coefficient is reoptimized for each operating
frequency, the normalized output power for hysteretic damping
is the same as for the VDRG as shown in Fig. 4.
C. Electromagnetic Implementation
The damper in a VDRG will typically be a moving magnet
linking flux with a stationary coil, the latter having series induc-
tance and resistance. The operating principle is that voltage is
induced in the coil due to the varying flux linkage, with the re-
sultant currents causing forces which oppose the relative motion
between the magnet and coil. In this analysis, we have lumped
the coil resistance with the load resistance as . The magnetic
arrangement of Fig. 6(a) is the most likely for an electromag-
netic generator, and has been used by Amirtharajah et al. [6]
and Yates et al. [5]. This corresponds to a coil moving parallel
to the diverging field of a permanent magnet. For the arrange-
ment of Fig.6(a), if the gradient of magnetic field
is constant across the plane of the coil, then the voltage induced
in the coil is . In this case the force on the coil in the
Laplace domain is given by ,
where , , and are number of turns on the coil, coil area,
and flux density, respectively. Fig. 6(b) shows a second pos-
sible linearized model, which is capable of providing a larger
Fig. 7. Model of resonant electromagnetic generator.
damping force than Fig.6(a) because it contains a sharp tran-
sition from a uniform field region to a field-free region. This
second arrangement is a popular model for analysis [4], [6],
but corresponds less well with realizations that have been re-
ported [4], [22]. In this case, the damping force is given by
.
The differential equation of motion for these implementations
is as (1), with the force on the moving magnet taking the
place of . The displacement transfer function for the mag-
netic generator of Fig. 7, for the arrangement of (6a), is found
by taking the Laplace transform of this equation of motion and
substituting in the expression for
(12)
If the product is small relative to , then the system can be
mapped exactly onto a velocity-damped system with a damping
coefficient . Amirtharajah [6] makes
this assumption by stating that the electrical pole is faster than
the mechanical pole. However, for an optimized generator under
certain conditions, this may not be the case. To achieve the
large damping required at high ratios, the coil should
have many turns, and thus will have a large self inductance.
The resistance of the coil will increase if the wire conductor
cross sectional area is not also increased, but the load resistance
should be kept larger than the coil resistance to ensure high ef-
ficiency. The optimal damping factor may also require that the
load impedance is low.
If is not neglected then the modulus of the displacement
transfer function is found by taking the absolute value of (12)
(13)
Thus, the maximum velocity of the motion , , is given
by
(14)
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The expression for the average power generated (i.e., dis-
sipated in ) can then be found from ,
where the voltage is given by
(15)
It should be noted that at resonance, (15) reduces to that of a
perfect velocity damper, because the inductor term falls out of
the equation. However, at resonance is still dependent on
, as can be found by substituting into (13), giving
(16)
Reducing the inductance of the coil reduces the relative
displacement of the mass at resonance. This is helpful in two
respects. In the displacement constrained case ,
for maximum realizable values of , , and minimum
realisable , reducing reduces the minimum for
which the device can operate. In the unconstrained case, the
parasitic damping will be amplitude dependent and is reduced
by reducing the displacement amplitude. Consequently, an
optimal electro-magnetic design operating around resonance
should have a minimum inductance, but still have the required
flux linkage to obtain the required damping factor. This can be
achieved either by tuning out the inductance with a capacitor,
or by using a unity power-factor power converter connected to
the coil.
Below resonance, i.e., , every term on the denominator
of (15) is positive, and so in order to maximize power genera-
tion, the value of should be as small as possible or tuned out.
D. Practical Constraints
There are practical limits on the realization of the velocity
damper which will now be considered. These are the following:
• maximum gradient and absolute value of magnetic field;
• maximum coil area;
• maximum number of coil turns achievable with an inte-
grated inductor;
• minimum combined impedance of the coil and power con-
verter input stage.
If the inductor is tuned out of the circuit, or the value of
is negligible compared to , then the system is a perfect ve-
locity damper. Using the model of Fig. 6(b), the damping factor
is given by . The above factors then place
a limit on the maximum realizable damping factor, . An
operating chart and optimal performance plot with constraints
can now be plotted. These are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. As an ex-
ample: we assume a flat, plated coil (Cu or Au) and a maximum
coil area of 1 , for which a 10 turn coil of resistance is
reasonable. Flux densities for permanent magnets do not gener-
ally exceed 1 T. We have chosen example values for mass and
frequency of 2 g and 1.6 Hz, respectively.
The operating regions are as follows:
Fig. 8. VDRG with  limit.
Fig. 9. VDRG operating chart with  limit.
1) device unable to operate, the required to meet the dis-
placement constraint being greater than the system can
achieve;
2) device operating at displacement limit. Equation (10) ap-
plies;
3) device operating optimally for the given value of .
Equation (7) applies;
4) more power could be generated if the damping factor
could be increased above the value of . Equation (5)
applies where .
III. COULOMB-DAMPED RESONANT GENERATORS (CDRGS)
A. Ideal Case
In the CDRG, energy is extracted by a damper which pro-
vides a constant force in the direction opposing the motion.
Coulomb damping is normally used when modeling the friction
of a mass moving along a dry surface but can also be used to
model certain electrostatic forces. A simple mechanical model
of the system is shown in Fig. 10. Sliding capacitor plates op-
erated in constant voltage and perpendicularly moving plates
operated in constant charge produce constant forces with dis-
placement [23], and are thus realizations of Coulomb dampers.
Electrostatic approximations to CDRGs have been implemented
by Meninger et al. [8] and Tashiro et al. [19] using MEMS
comb-drives and a larger scale honeycomb structure respec-
tively. These realizations are approximations because neither
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Fig. 10. Model of CDRG.
Fig. 11. Possible MEMS implementation of CDRG, after [8].
case implements purely constant voltage or constant charge cy-
cles, and [19] has neither a perfect sliding or perpendicular mo-
tion. Fig. 11 shows a possible MEMS implementation of the de-
vice. A BSOI device layer is etched to define mass, suspension
and anchors. The buried oxide is then wet etched to release the
moving parts.
Although the CDRG oscillating system is nonlinear, a closed
form solution is possible. Hartog [24] obtained an exact closed
form solution to a force driven, Coulomb-damped mass-spring
resonator by applying known boundary conditions to the
motion. Levitan [25] obtained similar solutions for a support
excited system using a Fourier series expansion. We have
applied Hartog’s method to the support excited motion, the
result agreeing exactly with the solution given by Levitan.
According to this analysis, the transfer function from frame
motion to relative mass-to-frame motion, is given by
(17)
where and is the Coulomb
force.
The energy dissipated is given by the force-distance product,
and thus the power is
(18)
We can now extend this analysis as for the VDRG. The
Coulomb force which optimizes the power output, , is
given by
(19)
The power dissipated in the Coulomb damper with the
optimal force applied is then obtained by substituting (19) into
(18)
(20)
With this type of damping, the motion of the mass may be-
come discontinuous. This is undesirable for a microgenerator as
it makes the control and thus synchronization of the generator
significantly more difficult. The requirement for nonstop mo-
tion is that the derivative of position is never zero within each
half cycle. This is true if
(21)
Note that this condition is only valid for . A method
for calculating this limit is presented in [24].
It is possible for the value of optimal force calculated by (19)
to be greater than that allowed by (21). This applies whenever
. Under these conditions the optimal force is given
by the limit of the inequality of (21), and the power generated
is given by substituting (21) into (18)
(22)
As for the VDRG, if the optimal force causes the displace-
ment constraint to be exceeded, the force should be increased
to preserve resonant motion. The optimal force that satisfies the
displacement constraint, , is given by rearranging (17)
(23)
and thus the maximum power under a displacement constraint
is now given by substituting (23) into (18)
(24)
It can be shown that at resonance (24) reduces to (11), i.e.,
optimal forms of the VDRG and the CDRG generate the same
power at resonance.
Fig. 12 shows a surface plot of the power of the ideal
Coulomb damper under optimized conditions, normalized
as for the VDRG. The Coulomb force can be normalized to
; this has been done for Figs. 12, 14, and 16.
An operating chart is shown for this type of generator in
Fig. 13. The regions are as follows:
1) Device not able to operate without stops in the mo-
tion—the force required to meet the displacement
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Fig. 12. CDRG maximum normalized power.
Fig. 13. CDRG idealized operating chart.
constraint (23) is greater than that for which smooth
motion is valid (21).
2) For the given , more power would be generated if
could be increased. Equation (24) applies.
3) Device operating optimally. Equations (20) and (22)
apply for and , respectively.
B. Practical Constraints
For a CDRG operated at constant charge, the voltage across
the capacitor plates increases linearly with separation. If the
voltage reaches the limit for the load electronics the holding
force must be increased to reduce the range of travel sufficiently
to keep the voltage within the limit.
The optimal output power for constant charge mode is shown
in Fig. 14. The corresponding operating regions are as follows
(see Fig. 15).
1) Device unable to operate without stops in the motion.
2) Power is limited by —(23) applies.
3) Device operating optimally. Equations (20) and (22)
apply for and , respectively.
4) Power constrained by maximum operating voltage. Here
we have assumed a plate area of 1 , proof mass of
1 g, , . We have chosen 450 V as
a reasonable limit for integrating power semiconductors
and low power CMOS on the same wafer using SOI tech-
nology. It is possible that a device could be limited by
electric field strength, but in the constant charge gener-
Fig. 14. CDRG optimal performance—perpendicular motion, constant Q.
Fig. 15. CDRG operating chart—perpendicular motion, constant Q.
Fig. 16. CDRG optimal performance—sliding motion, constant V.
ator, the maximum voltage will appear across a relatively
large gap.
The optimal output power for constant voltage mode is
shown in Fig. 16, and the corresponding operating regions
in Fig. 17. This plot shows how the voltage constraint limits
operation when the maximum available normalized force is,
for example, 0.68:
1) device is unable to operate without stops in the motion;
2) power is limited by ; (23) applies;
3) device operating optimally; (20) applies for
and (22) for ;
4) more power would be generated if a greater Coulomb
force could be realized;
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Fig. 17. CDRG operating chart—sliding motion, constant V.
Fig. 18. Model of CFPG.
5) device is unable to operate—to meet the displacement
constraint, the Coulomb force must be greater than that
which can be provided by the system.
IV. COULOMB-FORCE PARAMETRIC GENERATORS (CFPGS)
A. Ideal Case
The CFPG as shown in Fig. 18 is inherently nonlinear in
nature. Rather than tuning the device to a resonant frequency
by suspending the mass on a spring, the parametric generator
only converts mechanical to electrical energy when the gener-
ator frame is at maximum acceleration. For the case in which
is small, this corresponds to the mass snapping back and
forth between the end-stops at the peak of the frame accelera-
tion cycle. If is large, the mass must break away from
the frame at an optimal acceleration and the energy must be ex-
tracted at the point of maximum separation. The snapping mo-
tion is illustrated in Fig.19. The proof mass is restrained by a
holding force, and work is only done when the acceleration is
great enough to overcome this force. As the mass has to move
a finite distance, the breakaway force cannot be the value of
in the input motion, but must be some fraction, , of it.
This type of generator, as proposed in [26], has been fabricated
at a meso-scale and is undergoing initial testing. Fabrication de-
tails and initial test results are reported in [13]. Fig. 20 shows a
possible MEMS implementation. A variable-gap parallel-plate
capacitor is formed between the BSOI device layer and a coun-
terelectrode on the glass baseplate, with the minimum gap being
Fig. 19. Optimal parametric motion for (Z =Y ) = 0:01.
Fig. 20. Possible MEMS implementation of CFPG after [13].
defined by a dielectric overlay on the counterelectrode. The sus-
pension is designed to present very low resistance out of plane
but to be stiff in the in-plane directions.
The power generated by the parametric generator is given by
the force-distance product, which, if energy is extracted for both
directions of motion, is
(25)
Optimizing this generator again requires the force-distance
product to be maximized. A possible method is to write the
equations of motion and find the time at which the separation
is maximum, at which point the maximum work will have been
done. From this, the work done and its maximum with respect
to the break-away force can be found. Approximating the accel-
eration as uniform, we obtain
(26)
The derivative of (26) is similar to Kepler’s equation and so
has no closed form solution [27]. However, we can observe that
the value of for which is maximum depends only on
and , and in fact can be written as .
Taking as the total displacement
(27)
Thus, is defined solely in terms of the ratio for si-
nusoidal input motion.
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Fig. 21. CFPG maximum normalized power.
Fig. 22. CFPG idealized operating chart.
Simulations were run for the CFPG, altering . These showed
that the optimal for maximum power generation is that which
allows the mass to just move the full distance, , until
reaches a value of 1.286. Above this point, should be fixed
to maintain this ratio of . However, an earlier limit is
reached by the need for periodic operation, i.e., the need for
to return to within one cycle. This requirement also de-
pends on whether energy is being extracted on the return stroke
(double-sided operation), or not (single-sided operation).
The limit of possible double-sided operation occurs when the
proof mass is unable to run from side to side symmetrically, i.e.,
it reaches the other side of the device at the point at which it
must break away again to return. This limit is found from (26)
by setting and , giving .
However, it can also be shown that single-sided operation
gives more power than double-sided when .
The maximum output power for the ideal parametric gener-
ator is shown in Fig. 21. Although has no significance be-
cause there is no resonant frequency, graphs are still plotted
against to ease comparison with the other generators. The
corresponding operating chart is shown in Fig. 22. The regions
are as follows:
1) optimal double-sided operation;
2) is reduced to allow double-sided operation, but double-
sided operation is still better than optimal single-sided
operation;
3) suboptimal single-sided operation (to allow periodic op-
eration.)
Fig. 23. CFPG optimal performance—perpendicular motion, constant Q.
Fig. 24. CFPG operating chart—perpendicular motion, constant Q.
B. Practical Constraints
As with the CDRG, the CFPG can use either sliding mo-
tion and constant voltage, or perpendicular motion and constant
charge. For each case, the break-away force, and thus , can
be controlled by setting the initial voltage. For constant charge
mode, the main constraint on optimal operation is likely to be
the voltage capability of the output side power-processing cir-
cuitry. In this mode, the voltage increases from the start to the
end of the cycle by the ratio of initial to final capacitance. For a
comb style device, the limit on the applied voltage may restrict
the Coulomb force to less than that needed for optimal opera-
tion.
The power output for a constant charge mode CFPG is shown
in Fig. 23, and the corresponding operating chart is shown in
Fig. 24. The operating regions are as follows.
1) Optimal double-sided mode.
2) reduced to enable double-sided operation.
3) Double-sided operation with reduced to stay within the
voltage limit. The plot is for , ,
, , . Al-
though the output side power electronics could be de-
signed to block more than 120 V, this limit has been
chosen to illustrate the effect more clearly.
4) Device in voltage limit for output-side electronics. Oper-
ation single-sided.
The power output for a constant voltage mode CFPG is shown
in Fig. 25. The graph is plotted for the example of a maximum
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Fig. 25. CFPG optimal performance—sliding motion, constant V.
Fig. 26. CFPG operating chart—sliding motion, constant V.
Fig. 27. Generator architecture comparison.
achievable of 0.6. The corresponding operating chart is shown
in Fig. 26. The operating regions are as follows:
1) device in voltage limit; at the limit of 0.6;
2) optimal double-sided operation—the device is operating
optimally on each stroke;
3) suboptimal double-sided operation;
4) single-sided operation.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison of Idealized Generator Types
The graph of Fig. 27 shows which optimized generator archi-
tecture can produce the most power as a function of operating
condition. As can be seen, the CFPG is superior at low ratios of
, and for frequencies well below the resonant frequency
of the resonant generators. The CDRG is superior below reso-
nance (except for low values) and the VDRG is superior
above resonance. The two give the same performance at reso-
nance.
Applications for micropower generators fall into two main
categories—devices powered by human body motion, and those
powered by vibration of machinery. Body motion (of limbs or
the cardiovascular system) is of low frequency and relatively
high amplitude compared to the dimensions of reported genera-
tors, whereas the vibrations of machinery are generally of high
frequency and low amplitude. Thus, the parametric generator is
suitable for generating power from the human body, while reso-
nant generators are appropriate for generating power from ma-
chinery (at least for a narrow source frequency range).
B. Parasitic Damping
Parasitic damping effects, such as air resistance or hysteresis
loss in the suspension, are difficult to estimate for a general
topology, being dependent upon materials, structure, and max-
imum displacement. Consequently, the above analysis has not
included parasitic damping. However, the limits on the absolute
validity of the results will now be discussed.
Williams et al. [15] state that for their fabricated generator,
the parasitic damping coefficient, , due to the air and spring
hysteresis is of the order of 0.0037, while the measured value for
their device operated in vacuum is 0.0023. Optimal operation of
this device (a VDRG) requires an electrical damping factor
((3) with .) For electrical damping to dominate
in the vacuum case (e.g., ) requires .
The maximum value of currently reported for MEMS en-
gineered microgenerators is 0.9 mm [11], while vibration source
amplitudes as low as 3 nm have been reported [8]. Consequently,
parasitic damping may be significant in some situations.
For an optimized generator, the parasitic damping could
be significantly reduced over the design of [4]. For example,
Nguyen states that air damping is the dominant parasitic for
micro-mechanical resonators for Qs of up to 50 000, beyond
which hysteretic damping of the material is the dominant factor
[28]. Elimination of air damping by, e.g., vacuum packaging in
this case would, therefore, yield a residual damping coefficient
of .
The power generated by a resonant VDRG with parasitic
damping can be written, as in [20] as
(28)
where . Should the parasitic damping be signifi-
cant, the electrical damping factor should be reoptimized. For a
velocity damper, this optimal is again given by the stationary
point on
(29)
An equivalent optimal damping factor can be obtained for
the Coulomb damped case in the same fashion. Levitan [25]
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described a solution for a support excited system with combined
Coulomb and viscous damping. However, the analysis will not
be presented here.
C. Vibration Source Limitations
As stated previously, a microgenerator is likely to have little
effect on a vibration source it is attached to. This effect can be
quantified by considering the source to have an internal damper
analagous to the output impedance of a voltage source. Mod-
eling of such a system suggests that if the power extracted by
the microgenerator is more than 1% of the maximum output of
the source, the effect of the source limitation on performance
becomes significant.
D. Expected Power Densities
The ultimate limiting factor for an inertial microgenerator is
size, which limits both mass and travel. Since the power is lin-
early proportional to and to , the power is maximized for a
mass taking up half the device volume. This can be justified as
follows.
In the direction of motion, the overall device dimension, ,
must be divided between the range of internal travel, , and
the dimension of the mass in that direction, . Since the output
power is proportional to the product of mass and (for a given
operating condition), power will be maximized for ,
i.e., for the mass taking up half the space. Power will now be pro-
portional to , and to the other two spatial dimensions. This sug-
gests that micro-generator power is proportional to .
The power generation values which have been discussed so
far are the limits of the power that can be coupled into the gen-
erator damper. However, the electrical power which can be gen-
erated will be some proportion of that coupled power, due to
various losses. These losses include the following.
• Parasitic Damping: reduces the maximum electrical power
as discussed above.
• Charge Leakage: For an electrostatic generator charge will
leak from the moving plates during the generation cycle
due to finite impedance between them. This reduces the
Coulomb force, and thus the power generated.
• Operational Overhead: Some power will be consumed by
the generator control electronics.
• Electrical Losses: These losses will include conduction
and switching losses.
We define the performance metric for microgenerators as
the product of two terms: the coupling effectiveness (coupled
power/maximum possible coupled power) and an efficiency
(useful power output/coupled power). Coupled power is the
power dissipated in the generator’s damper, and useful power
output is the power available to drive external circuitry after
suitable power processing.
Taking for the density of gold, being the highest for a
MEMS material, and a generator effectiveness of 100% and
a volume of 1 , typical expected power densities for
microgenerators are as follows:
For a human powered application (with movements at 1 Hz
and 5 mm amplitude) we estimate 4 , using a para-
metric generator. This will be sufficient for some autonomous
sensor applications.
For a machine powered application (with vibrations of 2 nm
at 2500 Hz), using a resonant generator, we estimate power den-
sities closer to 800 .
Where the relevant information is available (i.e., , , ,
), the performance of some previously reported generators can
now be discussed. The electrostatic generator presented in [8]
achieves an effectiveness of 0.32%. The electromagnetic gener-
ator of [5] achieves an effectiveness of 6% and the electromag-
netic generator of [20] achieves an effectiveness of 0.4%. These
values correspond to the devices operating at the resonant fre-
quency. Consequently, there is much potential for improvement
in future devices.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, analysis of three microgenerator architectures
has been presented with a view to understanding the relative
merits of each, and in order to find optimal architectures for
maximal power generation under the different operating con-
straints of displacement and normalized frequency. Analysis has
been verified by time-domain simulation. It has been shown that
under operating conditions of known and ratios,
the expressions for the power generated for all architectures can
be normalized to . For ideal implementations, the fol-
lowing conclusions hold:
• the CFPG produces the most power where ;
• the VDRG is superior above the resonant frequency when
;
• the CDRG is superior below but near the resonant fre-
quency when ;
• generators only benefit from operating at or near reso-
nance when ;
• it is not possible to operate a CDRG at low ratios
and maintain smooth motion of the proof mass, making
the generator control and synchronization difficult.
Additional conclusions can be drawn when practical imple-
mentation issues are taken into account:
• it is not possible to operate the VDRG for small ra-
tios. At some value of , the required damping factor
will become unrealisable due to limits on minimum coil
and load impedance and maximum achievable magnetic
field strength;
• at the resonant frequency, the coil inductance of the reso-
nant electromagnetic generators has no effect upon perfor-
mance, because the system simplifies exactly to a perfect
VDRG.
The limiting factor for an inertial microgenerator is size,
which limits both mass and travel. We would expect typical
power densities of a few for human body motion and
hundreds of for machine powered applications.
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